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"Schaerer Coffee Prime" gets a boost 

New functions increase the variety of uses and offer uncompromising 

coffee quality in every situation 

 

Zuchwil, 14 January 2013 – The long-established Swiss coffee machine manu-

facturer Schaerer is ushering in the year by launching a wealth of enhance-

ments to the "Schaerer Coffee Prime". The new, optional features of the lat-

est member of the Schaerer product family further improve its flexibility of 

use. With larger hoppers for coffee beans, chocolate powder and milk pow-

der, the operator profits from considerably more autonomy in the daily rou-

tine of supplying coffee. In addition, the optional powerpack generates a per-

formance boost when preparing up to 40 freely programmable beverage 

compositions. Because of the 2-kilowatt boiler, demanding customer re-

quirements can be met even during peak periods. However, quantity never 

detracts from quality: with the new powerpack, XXL versions of cappuccino, 

latte macchiato and other beverages can be prepared in the usual time and 

with the usual high quality of flavour. Last but not least, the Schaerer Coffee 

Prime has been given an enhanced appearance: the coffee experience is 

rounded out perfectly with individual animations that can be played above on 

the 7-inch colour display. Thus, the coffee machine can also be used as an 

attractive advertising medium.  

 

With these new product features, Schaerer underscores the promise of flexibility 

that comes with the Schaerer Coffee Prime. Its modular design makes retrofitting 

individual functional units such as an additional grinder or powder unit easy. These 

features met with very positive market response when the product was introduced 

in the autumn 2011. With the high degree of freedom in configuring the product, 

Schaerer hit the mark primarily with branch-operated enterprises with varying loads 

at the individual locations, such as bakeries. The equipment can be easily adapted 

to individual requirements, without detracting from the familiar ease of use. This 

readiness to meet different requirements is now underscored by the new power-

pack. The increased boiler power for large beverages and the double coffee outlet 

makes this multi-talented device ideally suited for use in coffee shops and conven-

ience stores. When using the brewing accelerator option, it is also possible to more 

quickly prepare beverages like americanos in XXL format with a better quality dur-

ing peak periods, in addition to all of the other coffee and milk compositions.  

 

More autonomy for self-service and office applications 

Self-service environments and offices are further areas in which the new features 

of Schaerer Coffee Prime can be most advantageous. By optionally expanding the 

machine with a grinder and a large bean hopper, which holds up to 1200 g, and a 

powder container with a volume of 1.9 litres, you can lower the frequency with 

which the machine needs to be refilled. Likewise, the optional undercounter unit of 

the ground drawer with double capacity (up to 70 coffee grounds cakes) allows for 
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greater leeway in service intervals compared to the standard version. Thus, the 

Schaerer Coffee Prime specifically targets suppliers from the vending world. In 

addition, all customers profit from the proven disposable design of the NcFoamer: 

instead of having to be cleaned by a time-consuming process, components in con-

tact with milk can simply be replaced, considerably reducing the work load and 

complexity during everyday operation. 
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Image availability 

Image material can be found in our media portal amid-pr.press-n-relations.com 

(keywords "Schaerer Coffee Prime 2013"). You can also download image material 

at www.press-n-relations.ch in the attachment of the text published there (News 

area). Naturally, I would also be happy to send you the files by e-mail. Contact: 

rhasert@press-n-relations.ch 

 

Schaerer AG 

Schaerer AG, founded in 1892 and headquartered in Zuchwil, close to Solothurn, Switzerland, is 

one of the world's leading manufacturers of fully automatic restaurant coffee machines and 

offers a solution for any feature and performance requirements. Customers all over the world 

appreciate the ease of use, the large beverage selection at the push of a button and the excel-

lent coffee quality. As the inventor of the fully automatic cappuccino system, the long-

established Swiss company positioned itself in 1997 as the innovative leader in milk solutions. 

Schaerer AG is represented internationally by its subsidiaries in Germany, Belgium and the 

USA and by partners on all continents.  

Further information: 

Schaerer AG, Inga Schäper 

Allmendweg 8, 4528 Zuchwil, Switzerland 

Tel.:+41 32 681 64 01 

Fax:+41 32 681 64 04 

inga.schaeper@schaerer.com 

www.schaerer.com 
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